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ABSTRACT 

In the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the expression of resistance to  the 
L-arginine analog, L-canavanine, after mutagenesis, is strongly dependent on 
the metabolic state of the cell. The frequency of mutations recovered after 
exposure to ultraviolet light or X rays was measured under a variety of culture 
conditions. The results indicate that the frequency of mutants recovered is 
determined by the following three factors: (1) The potential mutants still 
possess enough permease activity to take up some of the cell poison, and 
some are therefore killed before they can express the mutant genotype. The 
sensitivity is strongly influenced by the endogenous free arginine, which is in 
turn influenced by the growth medium. (2) The rapid decay of the permease 
molecules and the inability o€ the potential mutants to resynthesize this protein 
results in a rapidly increasing chance of expression when selection is delayed. 
(3) During the time when the permease activity is decaying, repair of the 
mutagen-induced damage appears to occur. 

HE usefulness of the arginine permease system for studies of mutation in 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae has been described in the preceding paper 

(WHELAN, GOCKE and MANNEY 1979). The uefulness of this system results 
from the fact that all mutations selected as canavanine resistant occur at a single 
locus, C A N I ,  the structural gene for the arginine permease, and from the ease 
with which both forward and reverse mutations can be selected. In utilizing this 
system to study the mutagenic action of different radiations, it became necessary 
to evaluate the dependence of mutation expression on the conditions under 
which the cells were cultured both before and after irradiation, to ensure that 
no artifact of the selection system distorts the observed frequencies. 

Mutation fixation in mutagen-treated cells is known to be influenced by tem- 
perature or delayed exposure to the restrictive medium (HAAS and DOUDNEY 
1959; ADELBERG 1960; ZIMMERMANN, SCHWAIER and VON LAER 1966; KIMBALL 
and SETLOW 1974). KAUDEWITZ (1955) detected enhancement of UV-induced 
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54 E. GOCKE A N D  T. R. MANNEY 

reversion frequencies of a lysine auxotroph oc S. typhimurium when the cells 
were allowed to grow for several generations before revertants were selected. 
In similar experiments with Escherichia coli (DEMERC and CAHN 1953), the 
number of reversions to prototrophy could be greatly enhanced when the se- 
lection medium contained enough of the required growth factor to allow several 
cell cycles to occur. Addition of chloramphenicol inhibited the enhancement 
( WITKIN 1956), indicating that the ability to synthesize proteins was appar- 
ently necessary. NEUHAEUSER, KLINGMUELLER and KAUDEWITZ ( 1970) ob- 
served a sharp rise in the number of cycloheximide-resistant Neurospora mu- 
tants when the application of the drug was delayed after mutagenesis. They 
suggested that the cells had to synthesize new ribosomes that are insensitive to 
the drug before being able to grow on the restrictive medium. A holding time of 
13 hr was necessary to reach a plateau value of mutation frequency. 

In this paper, we shall describe a strong dependence of expression of canava- 
nine resistance in S. cereuisiae on the physiological state of the cells determined 
by the growth medium before and after mutagenesis. 

L-canavanine, a naturally occurring analog of L-arginine has been shown to 
inhibit growth in bacteria (VOLCANI and SNELL 1948; SCHWARZ and MAAS 
1960; SCHACHTELE and ROGERS 1965) and fungi (SRB 1954,1955). Canavanine 
resistance in S. cereuisiae was found to be caused by inactivation of the specific 
arginine permease, the CANl  gene product (GRENSON et. al. 1966). This pro- 
tein facilitates the uptake of both L-arginine and L-canavanine. MAAS (1961) 
concluded that in E. coli canavanine competes with L-arginine for incorporation 
into protein, giving rise to inactive enzymes and causing rapid killing of the‘ 
cells. Inactivation of the permease by mutation prevents canavanine from 
entering the cell and renders it canavanine resistant (GRENSON et. al. 1966). 

A system of strains and media have been devised (WHELAN 1972; WHELAN, 
GOCKE and MANNEY 1979) that makes use of this behavior to permit direct 
selection of forward and reverse mutations. The system uses strains blocked at 
two point in the arginine pathway before the formation of ornithine; their argi- 
nine requirement can be satisfied by either ornithine or arginine. Ornithine is 
apparently taken up by a different permease. Canavanine-resistant mutants, 
which cannot take up arginine, grow on medium containing canavanine and 
ornithine. Revertants are selected on medium containing arginine and some 
other amino acids added to inhibit nonspecific permeases (GRENSON, Hou and 
CRABEEL 1970). Both canavanine-sensitive and resistant strains grow on a mini- 
mal medium supplemented with ornithine. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Strains and growth media: The sensitive C A N l  strain used for this study was the haploid 
XW197-2B (a arg6 arg8 trp5-67 C A N I )  . The term “wild type” in the following refers to  this 
strain. The derivation and genealogy of all strains of the C A N l  system and the media used to 
grow them have been described in the preceding paper (WHELAN, GOCKE and MANNEY 1979). 
The growth response of the different strains is shown in Table 1. 

The meanings of the abbreviations for the various media used in the experiments are the 
following: 
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EXPRESSION O F  CAN1 MUTATIONS 

TABLE 1 

Growth response of the strains of the system 

55 

Medium 
Strain MOT MOTC sc 

+ - 
- 

CAN (sensitive) + 
can (resistant) + + 

MOT = minimal medium plus ornithine and tryptophan; it is nonselective for  sensitive or 
resistant strains. MOAT = minimal medium plus ornithine, arginine, and tryptophan, which 
is also nonselective. MO = minimal medium plus ornithine; it prevents growth because it lacks 
tryptophan. MOTC = minimal medium plus ornithine, tryptophan, and canavanine, which is 
selective for canavanine-resistant mutants. MAT = minimal medium plus arginine and trypto- 
phan. SC = synthetic complete medium is the minimal medium plus arginine and several addi- 
tional amino acids that serve to inhibit arginine uptake by nonspecific permease activities 
(GRENSON, Hou and CRABEEL 1970). I t  also contains adenine and uracil. 

Mutagens: The cells for the irradiation experiments were grown overnight on a rotary 
shaker a t  30". The cell density was about 5 x lO7/ml, and the budding index was 25% when 
cells were harvested by centrifugation. (The cell density in  late stationary phase is well above 
108/ml.) Ultraviolet light was delivered from a GE 15 W germicidal lamps at a distance of 17 cm. 
The cells were exposed in  aqueous suspensions less than 3 mm deep or directly on the surface 
of the agar plates. The dose rate was not measured. X rays were generated by a Machlett AEG 
50 X-ray tube, with tungsten filament and a thin beryllium window, operated at  50 kV and 
20 mA, with no additional filtration. The dose rate of 135 rad/sec was measured with a 
beryllium-window extrapolation ionization chamber (MORTIMER 1953). The cells exposed on 
agar plates were washed off for subsequent incubation in different media. 

Permease activity: Uniformly labeled 14C-L-arginine was purchased from the Radiochemical 
Centre Amersham. The assays were performed with cells incubated in liquid medium at room 
temperature. The cultures were shaken rapidly on a rotary shaker to ensure good aeration. At 
the start of the experiment 1%-arginine (330 mCi/mM) and, if needed, cold arginine and 
and tryptophan (as specified in the legends to Figures 4 and 5 )  were added. The specific activity 
and arginine concentration were either 0.55 mCi/mM and 20 mg/l (Figure 4) or 330 mCi/mM 
and < 0.1 mg/ml (Figure 5), respectively. 

At indicated times 1 ml  samples were collected on millipore filters (0.45 pm pore size) by 
suction. The filters were washed immediately several times with cold water, dried and counted 
in a liquid scintillation counter. 

Microbiological estimation of the pools of internal free arginine and its precursors: The 
method is based on the bioassay described by GRENSON et al. (1966). Cells grown overnight, as 
described for the radiation experiments, were collected, washed twice in distilled water, and 
resuspended in water at a density of 5 x l o 7  cells/ml, based on hemacytometer counts. The 
internal free amino acids were extracted by boiling the cell suspension for ten min. The s u s -  
pension was then centrifuged and 8 ml of the supernatant was added to 2 ml of 5 x  concentrated 
M T  medium. These cultures were inoculated with either the CAN1 parent strain, or with a 
mutant carrying the allele canl-211, a mutation that has not been found to revert. Since both 
strains carry the arg6 and argl blocks they can only satisfy their arginine requirements by 
taking up arginine, ornithine or citrulline from the cell extract in  the medium. The growth of 
the CAN1 strain, which can take up all three sources, is a measure of the amount of arginine 
and its precursors; the c a d  strain, which can take up ornithine and citrulline, but not arginine, 
measures only the precursors. The difference between the growth of these two strains is an 
indirect measure of the arginine. 

After incubation for three days at 30" on a rotary shaker, the cell densities were determined 
by hemacytometer counts. These values were compared to calibration curves in  which the final 
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56 E. GOCKE A N D  T. R.  M A N N E Y  

cell densities were plotted against known concentrations of either arginine or ornithine added 
to MT medium (data not shown). From the final cell densities obtained with the cell extracts, 
the concentration of precursors was thus estimated as ornithine, and the arginine was estimated 
by difference. 

RESULTS 

The influence of growth conditions on the frequencies of canavanine-resistant 
mutants: Figure 1 shows the dependence of the mutant frequencies on dose for 
UV and X irradiation. For the same survival value, UV exposure induces 
approximately ten times as many mutants as X irradiation. Both curves of the 
mutant frequencies start to level off at about the 40% survival level. The UV- 

FIGURE 1.-Mutant frequencies and survival after irradiation with UV or X rays. Cells were 
grown in MOT overnight to a density of approximately 5 x IO7,”l (25% budded cells), 
centrifuged, and irradiated either in aqueous suspension (UV) or directly on the surface of agar 
disks (X rays). They were then plated on MOTC to measure the number of mutants and on 
MOT to measure the number of viable cells. 
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EXPRESSION O F  CAN1 MUTATIONS 57 

exposed sample shows a shoulder region for survival and an S-shaped curve for 
mutant frequency, while X irradiation causes an approximately exponential 
survival curve and an almost linear increase of the mutant frequency at low 
doses. The spontaneous background was usually around 5 x IO-? mutants per 
viable cell. In this experiment the cells were grown in MOT medium before 
irradiation and plated on medium containing canavanine immediately after 
irradiation. Preincubation in different media has a dramatic effect on the num- 
ber of colonies observed after mutagen treatment. Table 2 shows the mutant 
frequencies of cells exposed to a single dose of UV. Frequencies barely above the 
spontaneous background are found when the pregrowth medium contains no 
ornithine and the normal, relatively low concentrations of arginine. Increasing 
the arginine concentration or addition of ornithine results in higher frequencies 
of colony formation on MOT by as much as 50 times the lowest frequency. 

Further variation in the frequency of mutants recovered is found when the 
selection for mutant phenotype is delayed by incubating the irradiated cells in 
a nonselective medium, as shown in Figures 2 and 3. In the upper panel the fre- 
quency of selected mutants is plotted against the time the cells were held in non- 
selective medium after UV irradiation. The numbers of viable cells are plotted 
in the lower panel of the figures. It can be seen that during the first part of hold- 
ing period, the mutant frequency increases rapidly and, after reaching a maxi- 
mum value, it decreases, independently of whether the holding medium allows 
growth (Figure 2) or not (Figure 3) .  It was always observed that pregrowth in 
MOT resulted in higher mutation frequencies, not only immediately after ir- 
radiation, but also after periods of holding, although the differences decrease 
after longer holding times. For X irradiation, the general behavior was very 
similar (GOCKE 1973). The phenotypic lag in the expression of canavanine re- 
sistance is apparently dependent on some property of the cell that is determined 
by the medium in which it has been growing. Accordingly, we undertook the 
following series of experiments to identify the controlling factor. 

Residual growth of irradiated cells on the canavanine plates: At least part of 
the increased frequency of resistant mutants could result from residual growth 
on the selective medium. Residual growth was estimated by counting the num- 

TABLE 2 

Mutant frequencies after pregrowth in indicated medium 

Growth medium Mutants/lO6 survivors 

sc (20) 3 
MAT (20) 3 
sc (60) 58 
sc (200) 78 
MOAT (20) 130 
MOT - 150 

The numbers in the parentheses give the concentration of L-arginine in mg/l. The cells were 
UV-irradiated in water and plated at once on MOTC and MOT (UV exposure time, 17 sec, 
cs. 50% survival). 
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FIGURE 2.-Mutant frequency as a function of holding time. The cells were grown either 
in MOT (0) or SC ( A )  medium, cenirifuged, and UV iiradiated in aqueous suspension (expo- 
sure time 1 7  sec, c x  50% survival). Concentrated MOT was added to reach the normal concen- 
tration. The cells were incuhated in the dark (30") on a rotary shaker. At given times, samples 
were removed and plated in appropriate dilutions on MOTC and MOT agar to determine mutants 
and viable cells. 

bers of cells in the microcolonies produced by sensitive cells plated on medium 
containing canavanine (MOTC) . Table 3 shows that, on the average, each sen- 
sitive cell results in a clone containing not more than 1.25 to three cells, de- 
pending on the preirradiation growth conditions and holding time before plating. 
Preirradiation incubation in medium containing arginine, but no ornithine 
(SC) , without postirradiation holding results in less residual growth than pre- 
growth in media containing ornithine (MOT, MOAT). Postirradiation incuba- 
tion in nonselective media cawed an increase of residual growth 011 the canava- 
nine plates, except for holding in MT medium, which does not allow the cells to 
accumulate internal free arginine. The increase of the average multiplicity is 
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Grow’h Holding Average multiplicity at time of holding 
medium medium 0 hr 0.5 hr 4 hr 24 hr _ _ _ _ _ _ ~  
sc M T  1.35 1.32 1.27 1.26 
sc MOT 1.26 1.17 2.24 2.9 
sc MO 1.26 1.2 1.4 1.39 
MOT MOT 1.97 1.78 2.48 2.82 
MOT MO 1.97 2.12 2.22 2.67 
MOAT MO 2.03 2.2 2.68 2.44 

Average multiplicity equals the number of cells divided by the number of colonies. Cells were 
grown in the indicated medium, UV irradiated in water and transferred into the holding medium. 
At given times they were plated on MOTC. After five days, about 500 microcolonies (invisible to 
the eye) were scacned microscopically. It is difficult to distinguish between buds and fully 
separated cells since they are packed very closely. Thus, each cellular object is counted as one cell. 
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60 E. GOCKE A N D  T. R. M A N N E Y  

considerably greater when the holding medium allows growth. As the differ- 
ences apparently depend on the source of arginine, the behavior might be ex- 
plained either by variation of the concentration of internal free arginine, as 
canavanine competes with arginine for  incorporation into proteins ( MAAS 
1961), or by variation of the activity of the arginine permease, which would 
allow different amounts of the canavanine to enter the cells. In any event, the 
amounts of residual growth shown in Table 3 do not appear sufficient to account 
for the differences in mutant frequencies. 

Endogenous free arginine and ornithine: The concentrations of endogenous 
free arginine and ornithine were suspected as important controlling factors be- 
cause of the influence of the medium on both mutant frequency and residual 
growth. The pool size of L-apginine and its precursors was estimated as described 
in MATERIALS AND METHODS. Table 4 shows that the amounts of these amino 
acids extracted from the cells grown in SC, MOT or MOAT medium vary con- 
siderably, depending on the presence o r  absence of ornithine in the medium. 
The concentrations of internal free arginine and its precursors are obviously 
considerably lower in the SC-grown sample than in the MOT- and MOAT-grown 
samples. The high concentration of ornithine (200 mg/l) in these latter media 
apparently results in the high internal concentration of arginine. 

Permease activity: The uptake of arginine into the cell was determined radio- 
chemically by using l4C-arginine. The medium in which the cells are growing 
before addition of the radioactive compound has an influence on the uptake 
velocity (Figure 4A). Uptake is considerably slower in the SC-grown sample 
than in the MOT-grown one. The absence of any uptake by a can1 mutant is 
shown for comparison. Starvation for an amino acid prior to adding 14C-arginine 
causes a delay of arginine uptake (lag period) (Figure 4B). The lag period is 
about the same for cells starved for either tryptophan or arginine. 

An experiment was performed to relate the killing effect of canavanine to 
the activity of the arginine permease. Cells were grown in MOTC containing 
a trace concentration of 14C-arginine. The amount of arginine was sufficiently 
low that it did not compete with the canavanine. Arginine uptake and cell 
viability was measured as shown in Figure 5. The amount of radioactive argi- 
nine incorporated into the cells gives an indication of the amount of incorporated 
canavanine as well, since the uptake mechanism for both amino acids is the 
same ( GRENSON et al. 1966). This experiment (Figure 5A) confirms the result 
shown in Figure 4A, which indicated that the permease activity of the cells 

TABLE 4 

Estimation of the pool size of internal free arginine and its precursors 

Extracted cells 
megrown in 

Final cell density 
of test strain (cells/ml) 
CAN1 can1 

Estimated pool size 
(pg/108 cells) 

Arginine Precursors 

sc 5 x 105 4x 104 <0.1 < O . l  
MOT 3.1 x 107 4.3 x 106 24 1.3 
MOAT 2.4 x 107 2.6 x 106 17 1 .o 
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FIGURE 4.-Uptake of 14C-arginine by growing cells (part A) and by cells starved for  an 
amino acid (part B). ( 0 )  XW197-2B grown in MOT; (A) XW197-2B grown in SC; (v) 
mutant strain ani -23  grown in MOT; (0) XW197-2B grown in MOT, washed, and starved 
3.5 hr for tryptophan in SC-trp; (V)  XW197-2B grown in SC, washed, and starved 3.5 hr for 
tryptophan in SCtrp; and (A) XW197-2B grown in SC, washed, and starved 3.5 hr for arginine 
in MT. The experiment was started when the cultures (IO ml) had reached a cell density of 
approximately 107 cells/ml. 14C-arginine was added to each culture. Unlabeled arginine was 
also added to the MOT-grown and MT-grown cultures, and unlabeled tryptophan to the SC-trp 
cultures. Thus, in each case, the fiial specific activity was 0.55 mCi/mM arginine and the con- 
centrations of arginine and tryptophan were 20 mg/ml, respectively. For each of comparison of 
the uptake velocities, the data are normalized on cell number, determined by plating appropriate 
dilutions on MOT agar. 
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62 E. GOCKE A N D  T. R. MANNEY 

FIGURE 5.--(A) Uptake of 14C-arginine by XWl97-2B incubated in MOTC containing a low 
concentration of labeled arginine (< 0.1 mg/l) of high specific activity (330 mCi/mm). (B) 
Survival of these cells after appropriate aliquots are plated at indicated times on MOT agar. 
The cells were grown in the following media: (0) MOT, 5 x l o 7  cells/ml; (II) MOAT, 
6 x l o 7  cells/ml; and ( A )  SC 3 x l o 7  cells/ml. They were then centrifuged, washed, and 
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EXPRESSION O F  CAN1 MUTATIONS 63 

grown in SC is considerably lower than that of the cells grown in media SUP- 

plemented with ornithine. Thus, presumably less canavanine enters the cells 
grown in SC. Nevertheless, these cells are killed first (Figure 5B); 50% killing 
time is 55 min in SC compared to 95 min for cells grown in MOT or  MOAT. 
Since SC-grown cells have a smaller internal arginine pool but less permease 
activity and yet are more sensitive to killing by canavanine, we conclude that 
the internal arginine pool size must be the determining factor. 

DISCUSSION 

When yeast cells are grown prior to mutagen treatment in a medium con- 
taining arginine in the normal, relatively low concentrations, and no ornithine, 
the expression of the canavanine resistance is inhibited. The mutation fre- 
quency after irradiation is slightly higher than the spontaneous background 
level (Table 2). Increasing the exogeneous concentration of arginine or addition 
of ornithine (200 mg/l) drastically increases the expression of canavanine 
resistance. Similarly, a holding period in nonselective (canavanine-free) me- 
dium allows a further increase of the frequency of mutant colonies (Figures 2 
and 3 ) .  

Since canavanine is a rapidly acting cell poison (Figure 5B, Table 3), one 
might suggest that potential mutants (those damaged at the CAN1 locus) still 
possess enough residual permease activity to take up a fatal amount of canava- 
nine. The variation of the mutant frequencies could be attributed either to 
differences in permease activity (which would allow different amounts of 
canavanine to enter the cell) or to differences in the concentration of endogenous 
free arginine. Since canavanine presumably competes with arginine for incorpor- 
ation into proteins, its toxicity will be greater when the ratio of arginine to 
canavanine inside the cell is low. Table 4 shows that the pool of arginine and its 
precursors is considerably smaller in cells grown in SC medium. Since ornithine 
and the other precursors are presumably converted into arginine, they should 
have an effect analogous to that of arginine itself. 

Considering the permease activity of the cells grown in different media, we 
find that those grown in medium containing arginine, but no orithine (SC), 
show a slower uptake rate than cells grown in medium that contains ornithine, 
with (MOAT) or without (MOT) arginine (Figures 4a and 5a). Although this 
indicates that less canavanine enters the SC-grown cells, the amount incorpor- 
ated is nevertheless more lethal, as shown by the shorter incubation time in 
MOTC necessary to kill 50% of the cells (Figure 5B). Furthermore the residual 
growth of the SC cells is considerably less than that of the MOT or MOAT cells 
when the irradiated samples were plated on MOTC agar directly after UV 
exposure (Table 3) .  

These observations provide an explanation for the finding that potential 

resuspended in the original volume (25 ml) of MOTC to which labelled arginine was added. 
The radioactivity incorporated is normalized on cell number, determined by plating appropriate 
aliquots on MOT agar at  time 0, before killing by canavanine had occurred. 
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64 E. GOCKE AND T. R. MANNEY 

mutants in cultures grown in SC medium prior to irradiation are not recovered 
efficiently when plated on agar containing canavanine. Their low concentration 
of internal free arginine renders them highly sensitive to killing by the canava- 
nine taken up by their residual permease; they are killed before their mutations 
can be expressed. Those cells grown in MOT or MOAT medium are much less 
affected because they possess such high arginine and ornithine pods that they 
are much less sensitive to the canavanine taken up by residual permease; they 
live to express their mutations. 

Since potential CAN1 mutants cannot resynthesize the arginine permease, the 
chance of cololny formation on MOTC agar should become higher during holding 
as the cells reduce their residual activity, either by diluting the permease among 
the progeny cells, through its decay, or by accumulating internal free arginine. 
As was seen in Figures 2 and 3, delayed exposure to  canavanine caused the 
expected rise in the number of cells able to grow on medium containing canava- 
nine. Since the rise reaches a maximum before appreciable cell division occurs, 
dilution of the permease among the progeny does not seem to be important. Also 
accumulation of higher arginine pools is not likely to be the ruling factor, as 
starvation for arginine (holding in M T  medium, Figure 3) still allows the mutant 
frequency to rise as much as when arginine is supplied (holding in SC-trp, 
Figure 3 ) .  

Where the cells are starved for arginine or tryptophan for 3.5 hr, the uptake 
activity shows a lag period of more than 30 min from the time that the cells were 
supplied with the required amino acid (Figure 4B). Starvation for arginine 
causes about the same lag period as starvation for tryptophan. When compared to 
the uptake velocity of growing cells (Figure 4A), the total loss of uptake capacity 
after this relatively short starvation period is rather striking. This observation 
suggests two possibilities. Either the permease molecules decay, so that they must 
be resynthesized when the cells are placed in media allowing growth, or there is 
a long-lasting inhibition of the permease activity (Figure 4B). Several authors 
(ADAMSON, LANGELUTTIG and ANAST 1966; ELSAS and ROSENBERG 1967; WILEY 
and HATCHETT 1967; YAMADA, CLARK and SWENDSEID 1967) reported a decay 
of specific transport activity in Neurospora and animal tissues when protein 
synthesis was inhibited by cycloheximide or by amino acid starvation. As one or 
as the sole explanation, they suggested that the carrier proteins possess short half- 
lives. GRENSON et al. (1968) proposed for  S. cerevisiae that the loss of amino 
acid uptake activity is due to repression by the increasing pool of the respective 
amino acid, which accumulates as a consequence of the inhibition of protein 
synthesis. 

While the efficiency of mutant recovery after immediate plating on canavanine 
primarily reflects the concentration of endogenous free arginine, the increased 
mutant frequency during holding is apparently best explained by decay of the 
residual permease activity. Because of the double block in the arginine pathway, 
the strain used in this study cannot accumulate arginine when held in M T  
medium. Still, the inhibition of permease activity is found to be approximately 
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EXPRESSION O F  CAN1 MUTATIONS 65 

the same as when it is starved for tryptophan (Figure 4B). Also the extent of 
residual growth on MOTC agar does not increase upon holding in MT medium 
(Table 3) as should be expected if the concentration of internal free arginine 
were increasing during the holding period. But despite this constant residual 
growth, holding in MT medium prior to selection for canavanine resistance allows 
the frequency of mutant colonies to increase by about the same amount as when 
the cells were held in medium lacking tryptophan (Figure 3). Altogether these 
observations suggest that the increase of mutation frequency after delayed selec- 
tion is caused by rapid decay of active permease during the holding period. For 
cells having small pools of arginine (SC pregrown), the maximal value of 
mutants per viable cell is reached later, probably because the permease activity 
has to decay to a lower level in order to be no longer fatal (Figures 2 and 3). 

In contrast to these results, in which the phenotypic lag of canavanine resist- 
ance corresponds to the necessity for a gene product to decay, the phenotypic lag 
of reversion to prototrophy (WITKIN 1956) and resistance to actidione (NEU- 
HAEUSER, KLINGMUELLER and KAUDEWITZ 1970) was suggested to be caused by 
the need to synthesize new cellular compounds. 

The decline in mutant frequency after twa to eight hr of holding (Figures 2 
and 3) may reflect repair or elimination of the radiation-induced damage that 
leads to mutation. Since the decline is already observable before division, inhi- 
bition is overcome, and in media inhibiting growth (SC-trp, MT) selection 
against the mutant during the holding period does not seem to be likely. Repair 
of the damage and/or segregation of one mutant and one nonmutant daughter of 
parent cells containing single strand lesions at the CANl locus (when growth 
has resumed) could account for this observation (RESNICK 1968). 
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